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Choice is 
important.
Don't touch anything you haven't chosen yourself.
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It's not just any bathroom, it's your bathroom.
You select the tiles that reflect your style. You 
refuse to compromise in the selection of the tap 
for your washbasin. And here you will find just the 
right flush plate for the WC to give your bathroom 
the crowning touch and pamper you with comfort 
functions. Because Geberit combines visual 
elegance with innovative functions.

Why not try out your own design?
We have included actual-size illustrations of various flush plates in the brochure for you. Fold back 
the left-hand side of the brochure, hold the design up to the wall and let your imagination run wild! 
Use these actual-size samples to select the flush plate that appeals to you.
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Your bathroom, your design.
Select the flush plate that appeals to you.

Round  26
Geberit flush plates Sigma01, Sigma10, 
Sigma20, Omega20 as well as Geberit 
remote flush buttonstype 01 and type 10

Touchless  40
Geberit flush plates Sigma80 and Sigma10

Bespoke  46
Geberit flush plates Sigma50 and Sigma70

Rectangular  06
Geberit actuator plates Sigma30, Omega30, 
Sigma40, Sigma50, Sigma60, Omega60, 
Sigma70 and Geberit Omega70 flush button

Geberit design family   52
Seamless design.

Geberit functions   56
Choice is important.

Geberit technology   68
The best part is what you can't see.

Geberit and the Water 
Efficiency Label    72
Efficiency at a glance.
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Make it your own.
Demand uncompromising 
aesthetics and function.

Geberit ensures unobtrusive yet reliable functions, supreme 
convenience and durability, all from behind the wall. All that 
remains visible is the interface with the technology: the flush 
plate. The selection of flush plates is important because you 
will live with your selection for years. Choose the flush plate 
that best suits you and your bathroom from a wide range of 
options.

For more information, please visit:  
www.geberit.co.uk/flushplateshowroom
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Geberit Sigma30.
Elegant lines.

 → Six colour variants.

 → Water-saving dual flush.

 → Made of high-quality plastic.

 → Also available as a flush plate for urinals.

 → Optional insert for in-cistern block (see page 60).

white / gold-plated / white 
115.883.KK.1

matt chrome / gloss chrome / 
matt chrome 
115.883.KN.1

gloss chrome /matt chrome / 
gloss chrome 
115.883.KH.1

white / matt chrome / matt 
chrome 
115.883.KL.1

white / gloss chrome / white 
115.883.KJ.1

black / gloss chrome / black 
115.883.KM.1

New
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Geberit Omega30.
Squared off.

 → Six colour variants.

 → Water-saving dual flush.

 → Made of high-quality plastic.

 → Compact dimensions.

 → For front or top actuation.

 → Also available as a flush plate for urinals.

matt chrome / gloss chrome / 
matt chrome 
115.080.KN.1

white / matt chrome / matt 
chrome 
115.080.KL.1

black / gloss chrome / black 
115.080.KM.1

white / gold-plated / white 
115.080.KK.1

gloss chrome / matt chrome / 
gloss chrome 
115.080.KH.1

white / gloss chrome / white 
115.080.KJ.1

Shown in actual size = 25% smaller than a Geberit flush plate Sigma30.25 %
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Geberit Sigma30 flush plate.
Style without compromise.

 → Three colour variants.

 → Water-saving flush.

 → Made of durable die-cast zinc.

 → Large actuator button for flush actuation.

 → Also available as a flush plate for urinals.

 → Optional insert for in-cistern block (see page 60).

gloss chrome / brushed 
chrome / gloss chrome 
115.893.KY.1

white / gloss chrome / white 
115.893.KJ.1

brushed chrome / gloss 
chrome / brushed chrome 
115.893.KX.1

New
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Geberit Sigma40.
Clear and pure.

 → Five colour variants.

 → Water-saving dual flush actuation.

 → Choice of plastic or high-quality glass surface.

 → Integrated Geberit DuoFresh* odour extraction 
(see page 62).

 → Active carbon filter technology.

 → Integrated insert for in-cistern block (see page 60).

 → Multiple award-winning design.

plastic white alpine 
115.600.KQ.1

white glass 
115.600.SI.1

black glass 
115.600.SJ.1

plastic jet black RAL 9005 
115.600.KR.1

umber glass 
115.600.SQ.1

* Only in conjunction with  
Duofix WC frame with odour  
extraction. Electrical 
connection required.
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Geberit Sigma50.
Sweeping elegance.

 → Seven colour variants.

 → Water-saving dual flush actuation.

 → Surfaces made of glass, plastic or metal.

 → Base unit made of durable die-cast zinc.

 → Also available as a flush plate for urinals.

 → Frameless design.

 → Optional insert for in-cistern block (see page 60).

 → Design can be customised for a bespoke look (see page 46).

umber glass 
115.788.SQ.5

gloss chrome 
115.788.21.5

brushed chrome 
115.788.GH.5

white alpine 
115.788.11.5

smoked glass reflective 
115.788.SD.5

jet black RAL 9005 
115.788.DW.5

green glass satinised 
115.788.SE.5
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Geberit Sigma60.
Perfectly minimalistic.

 → Four colour variants.

 → Water-saving dual flush.

 → Choice of glass or metal surfaces.

 → Flush with the wall surface.

 → Optional cover frame.

 → Award-winning design.

black glass 
115.640.SJ.1

umber glass 
115.640.SQ.1

brushed chrome 
115.640.GH.1

white glass 
115.640.SI.1

24 % Shown in actual size = 24% smaller than a Geberit flush plate Sigma20.

New
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Geberit Omega60.
Small and flush.

 → Four colour variants.

 → Water-saving dual flush.

 → Choice of glass or metal surfaces.

 → Compact dimensions.

 → Flush with the wall surface.

 → Optional cover frame.

 → For front or top actuation.

black glass 
115.081.SJ.1

umber glass 
115.081.SQ.1

brushed chrome 
115.081.GH.1

white glass 
115.081.SI.1

Shown in actual size = 32% smaller than a Geberit flush plate Sigma60.32 %
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Geberit Sigma70.
Sophisticated elegance.

 → Four colour variants.

 → Water-saving dual flush actuation.

 → Plate made of glass or stainless steel.

 → Easy actuation: using patented Hydro servo technology,  
a light touch is all that is needed to trigger the flush.

 → Simple cleaning.

 → Floating, borderless design.

 → Customer-specific product materials possible for a bespoke design 
(see page 46).

white glass 
115.620.SI.1

umber glass 
115.620.SQ.1

black glass 
115.620.SJ.1

stainless steel brushed 
115.625.FW.1
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Geberit Omega70.
Elegance in a miniature format.

 → Four colour variants.

 → Plate made of glass or stainless steel.

 → Water-saving dual flush.

 → Can be placed anywhere within a 1.70 m radius of the cistern.

 → For furniture as well as solid and drywall construction.

 → Easy actuation: using patented Hydro servo technology,  
a light touch is all that is needed to trigger the flush.

 → Easy cleaning.

 → Note regarding cover plates for service openings on page 59.

Shown in actual size = 85% smaller than a Geberit flush plate Sigma70.85 %

brushed stainless steel 
115.084.FW.1

black glass 
115.084.SJ.1

umber glass 
115.084.SQ.1

white glass 
115.084.SI.1
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The perfect shape: the circle.
Aesthetic curves for a relaxing 
bathroom experience.

27

It is impossible to improve on circles; they can only be restaged and 
rearranged. Geberit flush plates use new interpretations of round forms 
to adapt to today's trends. With or without rims. With finely honed edges. 
Harmoniously adjacent or flowing one into another. And the result is 
always well rounded.
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Geberit Sigma01.
Looks good all the way round.

 → Six colour variants.

 → Water-saving dual flush actuation.

 → Also available as a flush plate for urinals.

 → Made of high-quality plastic.

 → Optional insert for in-cistern block (see page 60).

matt chrome 
115.770.46.5

gloss chrome / matt chrome 
115.770.KA.5

special brass (colour) 
115.770.DT.5

white alpine 
115.770.11.5

jet black RAL 9005 
115.770.DW.5

gloss chrome 
115.770.21.5
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Geberit Sigma10.
Shining appearance.

 → Seven colour variants.

 → Water-saving flush actuation.

 → Manual or electronic activation (see page 40).

 → Also available as a flush plate for urinals.

 → Made of high-quality plastic.

 → Also available in stainless steel.

 → Optional insert for in-cistern blocks (see page 60).

white / gold-plated / white 
115.758.KK.5

black / gloss chrome / black 
115.758.KM.5

white / gloss chrome / white 
115.758.KJ.5

matt chrome / gloss chrome / 
matt chrome 
115.758.KN.5

gloss chrome / matt chrome / 
gloss chrome 
115.758.KH.5

white / gloss chrome / matt 
chrome 
115.758.KL.5

brushed stainless steel / 
polished / brushed 
115.758.SN.5
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Geberit Sigma20.
Dual effect.

 → Seven colour variants.

 → Water-saving dual flush actuation.

 → Also available as an flush plate for urinals.

 → Made of high-quality plastic.

 → Also available in stainless steel.

 → Optional insert for in-cistern block (see page 60).

white / gold-plated / white 
115.882.KK.1

brushed stainless steel / 
polished / brushed 
115.882.SN.1

gloss chrome / matt chrome / 
gloss chrome 
115.882.KH.1

white / matt chrome / matt 
chrome 
115.882.KL.1

black / gloss chrome / black 
115.882.KM.1

white / gloss chrome / white 
115.882.KJ.1

matt chrome / gloss chrome / 
gloss chrome 
115.882.KN.1

New
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Geberit Omega20.
Well-rounded.

 → Six colour variants.

 → Compact dimensions.

 → Water-saving dual flush.

 → Round buttons with contrasting rings.

 → For front or top actuation.

 → Also available as a flush plate for urinals.

gloss chrome / matt chrome / 
gloss chrome 
115.085.KH.1

white / matt chrome / matt 
chrome 
115.085.KL.1

matt chrome / gloss chrome / 
matt chrome 
115.085.KN.1

white / gloss chrome / white 
115.085.KJ.1

black / gloss chrome / black 
115.085.KM.1

white / gold-plated / white 
115.085.KK.1

Shown in actual size = 25% smaller than a Geberit flush plate Sigma20.25 %
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Geberit remote flush buttons type 01.
Small button, great freedom.

 → Three colour variants.

 → Available in single flush or water-saving dual flush.

 → Can be placed anywhere within a 1.70 m radius of the cistern.

 → For furniture as well as solid and drywall construction.

 → Pneumatic remote flush actuation.

 → Note regarding cover plates for service openings on 
page 59.

matt chrome 
116.042.46.1

white 
116.042.11.1

gloss chrome 
116.042.21.1

Large collar to cover tile edges for 
concealed installation in solid and 
drywall construction

Small collar for installation in furniture

Shown in actual size = 83% smaller than a Geberit flush plate Sigma01.83 %
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Geberit remote flush button type 10.
All-round variety.

 → Five colour variants.

 → Water-saving dual flush.

 → With high-quality decorative ring.

 → Can be placed anywhere within a 1.70 m  
radius of the cistern.

 → For furniture as well as solid and drywall  
construction.

 → Pneumatic remote flush actuation.

 → Note regarding cover plates for service  
openings on page 59.

matt chrome 
116.055.KN.1

white / gold-plated 
116.055.KK.1

gloss chrome 
116.055.KH.1

black / gloss chrome 
116.055.KM.1

white / gloss chrome 
116.055.KJ.1

Large collar to cover tile edges for 
concealed installation in solid and 
drywall construction

Small collar for installation in furniture

Shown in actual size = 83% smaller than a Geberit flush plate Sigma10.83 %
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No-touch flush.
Electronic hygiene.

Recent surveys have revealed that fewer and fewer bathroom 
users are happy to actuate the flushing process manually – 
instead, they are increasingly looking for sanitary technology 
that features touchless operation. By offering electronic WC 
flush actuators using IR sensors, Geberit has a solution to 
meet this growing demand. And while it requires your toilet to 
have an electrical connection, this is a feature that is fast 
becoming the norm anyway.
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Geberit Sigma80.
A shining example.

 → Two colour variants.

 → Water-saving dual flush actuation.

 → Touchless flush actuation (see page 64).

 → Surface made of high-quality glass.

 → Durable LED lighting in five colours.

 → Sensor-controlled switch-on function.

 → Multiple award-winning design.

A colour scheme to suit your mood
When you approach the toilet, two light bars in five 
selectable colours display the position of the flush 
actuations.

glass reflective 
116.090.SM.1

black glass 
116.090.SG.1
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Touchless Geberit Sigma10.
A clean-cut design.

 → Seven colour variants.

 → Water-saving dual flush actuation.

 → Touchless flush actuation (see page 64).

 → Mains connection or battery operation.

 → Sensor-controlled switch-on function.

 → Option of additional mechanical flush actuation.

 → Also available as a flush plate for urinals.

 → Option of anti-vandal version.

brushed stainless steel / 
polished 
115.907.SN.1

white / matt chrome 
115.907.KL.1

matt chrome / gloss chrome 
115.907.KN.1

white / gold-plated 
115.907.KK.1

gloss chrome / matt chrome 
115.907.KH.1

white / gloss chrome 
115.907.KJ.1

black / gloss chrome 
115.907.KM.1
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Custom-designed.
Your bathroom,  
your bespoke design.

Create a bathroom like no other and a design that's entirely yours. 
Make your bathroom your own with an entirely individual selection 
of product materials or motifs. You can personalise the surface of 
Geberit Sigma50 and Sigma70 flush plates. Use materials that are 
perfectly matched to your bathroom or pick out your favourite motif. 
Your creativity has no boundaries.

 → Bespoke
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Geberit Sigma50.
Perfectly individual.

Geberit Sigma50 flush plate
Make your bathroom unique. Personalise  
the surface of the Sigma50 and enjoy all the 
advantages of the flush plate.
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Geberit Sigma70.
Select variety.

Geberit Sigma70 flush plate
Play with product materials and designs.  
As the Geberit  Sigma70 has no buttons at all,  
it opens up entirely new possibilities for a 
bespoke design.
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Seamless design.
Geberit design family.

Toilet and urinal flush control actuation featuring a coordinated 
design: the result is a single design thread running through the 
whole bathroom. The flush actuations for urinals, which match 
the flush plates for toilets, can either be actuated by hand 
(pneumatic) or via touchless technology (electronic, by means 
of infrared detection).
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type 30 type 40 type 50 type 60 type 70

Sigma flush 
plates

Omega flush 
plates

Remote flush 
plates

type 01 type 10 type 10type 20 type 80

Urinal flush  
plates

Your 
style.
The 
choice is 
up to you.

Bespoke Bespoke

** ** ***

* Our recommended design, which matches the product family visually.
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Choice is important.
Intelligent functions from Geberit.

If you can start your toilet flush without touching it, if elegant colour 
effects add atmospheric moments to the time you spend in your 
bathroom, or if unpleasant smells are efficiently extracted even before 
anyone notices them, then this means your plumber has installed 
state-of-the-art Geberit sanitary convenience in your new bathroom. 
And because durability and reliability are as much a part of Geberit as 
good design, you will enjoy your selection for years to come.
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Think outside the box.
Geberit remote flush buttons.

Regardless of the construction situation, 
using a remote flush button can be the 
optimal solution. For instance, in order  
to place the flush button in  a different 
location, if the design for the WC flush 
control calls for small but elegant, or if 
using a Geberit Omega concealed cistern 
with low construction height causes contact 
between the WC lid and the flush plate.  
For such cases, Geberit offers various 
remote flush buttons with pneumatic  
force transmission, which can be placed 
anywhere within a 1.70 m radius of the 
concealed cistern.

Touched a thousand times.
The pneumatics of the Geberit remote flush 
plate type 01 and type 10 have been endurance 
tested to simulate years of use. The reliable 
technology is based on air pressure (not on 
electrical current).

A touch more refined.
Thanks to the hydraulic servo lifter, 
just a gentle touch is sufficient for 
flush actuation with the Geberit 
Omega70. No electrical current is 
required for this.

Quite discreet in fact.
Available as they are in a variety of colours and 
product materials, the Geberit cover plates open 
up new design opportunities. A tile-bearing 
version is available for a particularly discreet 
appearance.

 → Remote flush button
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BIld???

Insert for in-cistern block.
Hygienic freshness for weeks.

Fold out the flush plate, insert the block, then close the plate. 
That's how easy it is to ensure weeks of hygienic freshness with 
the insert for in-cistern block. The optional insert is suitable for 
most Geberit actuator plates in the Sigma range and can even be 
installed by a plumber at a later date. It guides the in-cistern block 
down a chute to a fixed position below the surface of the water in 
the cistern. Once there, the block dissolves slowly and ensures 
hygiene and cleanliness with every flush throughout the entire WC 
ceramic appliance, as well as providing a fresh fragrance.

1 It doesn't get any simpler than this: 
pull the flush plate forward.

2 Drop the in-cistern block into the 
insert behind the plate.

3 Close the plate and enjoy freshness 
with every flush.

1

2

3

 → Insert for in-cistern block
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Fresh air for everyone.
Odours extracted, air cleaned.

92% of people say that smells influence 
their moods.

That's a good enough reason to ensure 
your bathroom always smells fresh and 
inviting. The solution has long been a  
standard in modern cooker hoods and is 
now taking hold in toilets too: an effective 
odour extraction unit. Ultimately, opening 
windows in winter, burning matches or 
covering up odours with fragrance sprays 
just isn't convenient – so Geberit DuoFresh 
takes a different approach by simply 
extracting odours right at the source: 
directly from the WC ceramic. The air is 
cleaned thoroughly with an active carbon 
filter. A quiet fan, meanwhile, allows  
clean fresh air to flow back into the room.  
The active carbon filter itself indicates 
when it needs to be replaced – and this is  
something that can be done quickly, with 
just one click that lets you access the area 
behind the fold-out flush plate.

The active carbon filter and insert 
for in-cistern block are easily 
accessible via the flush plate.

The air is cleaned thoroughly in an 
active carbon filter.

A quiet fan conveys the cleaned air 
back into the room.

Unpleasant odours are removed 
right at the source.

 → Odour extraction
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Touchless function.
Aesthetically hygienic.

You're looking for hygiene and freshness 
without compromise. We offer you flush 
buttons that fulfil your needs without 
pressing a button. 
Without a touch. And therefore always 
perfectly hygienic.

Touchless flush plates for 
WCs and urinals are available 
in matching designs.

 → Touchless
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1 Convenient Geberit AquaClean Sela 
shower toilet with Geberit Sigma50, 
white glass.

2 Touchless Geberit Sigma80 flush 
plate, glass reflective.

3 DuoFresh odour extraction unit with 
Geberit Sigma40 flush plate.

1 2

3

Today’s toilets are moving with the times.
Electrical connections now come as standard.

An electrical connection for the 
toilet is a feature that is included as 
a matter of course nowadays; after 
all, you expect your bathroom to 
reflect your changing needs as well 
as the lifestyle trends that the 
future is likely to bring. With Geberit 
WC installation elements, you'll find 
everything is ready for the future – 
so they can accommodate any 
changes you may want to make 
further down the line, like retrofit-
ting a Geberit AquaClean shower 
toilet or installing a touchless 
Geberit Sigma80 flush plate.
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2

Geberit concealed cisterns.
The best part is what you can't see. 1 Integrated conduit pipes for hidden water supply 

of a Geberit AquaClean shower toilet. Perfect for 
retrofitting.

2 Branch fitting for Geberit DuoFresh odour 
extraction unit.

3 Modern flush valve for a water-saving dual flush.
4 Practical insert for in-cistern block.
5 Designed to accomodate electrical connection.

1

These days, flushing 
technology can be hidden 
behind the wall – a solution 
that is more hygienic and 
on trend whilst offering 
unbeatable stability and 
quality. Geberit installation 
systems make all this 
possible – so you can 
create your own dream 
bathroom.

Geberit
Sigma 12 cm (UP320)
WS10009-20110209

6,0 l
5,0 / 4,0 l

www.well-online.eu

4

3

5
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For any application.
Geberit cisterns Sigma and Omega.

So that everything matches: used in combination 
with the matching concealed cistern, Geberit flush 
plates in the Sigma range cover a wide variety of 
applications and comfort functions. The Geberit 
flushing system Omega offers great flexibility and 
particularly small flush plates. Both flushing systems 
are guaranteed spare parts availability for 25 years.

You therefore have a wide selection of both Geberit 
flush plates and reliable Geberit installation elements 
for installation behind the wall. Geberit flush plates 
bear the name of the suitable cistern so that you can 
be certain that everything will match.

 → Construction height 112 cm

 → Front actuation

 → Barrier-free and height-adjustable 
models available

 → Also available as a corner element

 → Odour extraction (recirculating air / 
exhaust air)

 → Suitable for Geberit remote flush 
buttons

Geberit Omega concealed cistern

 → Completely flexible with construction 
heights of 112 cm, 98 cm and 82 cm

 → Front actuation

 → Additional top actuation with construction 
heights 82 cm and 98 cm

 → Particularly small actuator plates

 → Suitable for Geberit remote flush buttons

82 cm

98 cm

112 cm

Geberit Sigma concealed cistern
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WELL – Quality mark for resource 
conservation.
Recognise efficiency at a glance.

What has long been the standard for household 
appliances has now become the standard in 
sanitary technology: the new WELL Water 
Efficiency Label makes it easier for you to select 
more efficient, water-saving taps and sanitary 
equipment. Now you can tell at a glance which 
products live up to today's standards for 
conserving our valuable water resources. The 
marking on the labels is based on the familiar EU 
energy labels for household appliances. Several 
Geberit products have already been classified with 
the Water Efficiency Label. Products designed for 
private users are expected to offer additional 
benefits by both providing comfort functions and 
making water available for wellness applications in 
the home. This label is a response to the growing 
environmental awareness of consumers and will 
make it much easier to quickly choose the right 
products for your own needs in future.
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Geberit Sales Ltd 
Geberit House 
Academy Drive 
Warwick 
Warwickshire 
CV34 6QZ

T 0800 032 9629
F 0844 800 6604

→  www.geberit.co.uk
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